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exemplify this system, muses about the current popular fascination with ancient
‘rolls’ containing mysterious knowledge.
One of the two main reasons for doubt about the roll’s authenticity is the
murky tale of its origins. A lump of scraps bonded with glue and coated with
stucco-dust, now referred to as the ‘Konvolut’, allegedly from the early-twentiethcentury collection of a wealthy Egyptian from Assiut and exported from Egypt in
1971 (such exports became illegal in 1972), was dismantled in Germany in the
1980s. It produced over 200 fragments of papyrus, from around 50 of which the
Artemidorus roll was reconstructed. The rest are said to form 25 documents of the
later ﬁrst century A.D. concerning the affairs of some Alexandrian citizens who were
landowners in the Antaeopolite nome, some 50 km south of Assiut. Pending their
publication, from the few clues available they sound genuine – difﬁcult to forge and
not worth it (cf. Parsons [Oxford], p. 28). The Konvolut did not look like a piece
of mummy cartonnage, and Obbink [Oxford] adds that use of papyrus texts to make
cartonnage seems to have ended before the ﬁrst century A.D. The fascinating paper
of D’Amicone and others [Rovereto], however, on their experimental techniques for
analysis of the pigments used to colour mummy cartonnage and texts, incidentally
reveals that the Turin Museum’s second-century A.D. mummies excavated at Assiut
(ancient Lycopolis) are made of cartonnage from papyrus texts. Other late-ﬁrstand second-century funerary material, mostly demotic, is known from Antaeopolite
tombs.2 C-14 tests on the Artemidorus papyrus give a pretty certain dating to c. 40
B.C. – A.D. 130, and this has been doubted – rhetorically – only by Vigna [Rovereto].
The texts and drawings are in the expected carbon-based inks. As Parsons says, the
story that a forger acquired a genuine large and blank papyrus roll and recreated
ancient-style inks (Simonides did re-use some papyrus scraps, but his inks were
metallic) to create an elaborate product which was one day torn up and concealed
in the Konvolut, is more difﬁcult to swallow than the muddy provenance (typical
of purchased items) and the odd shape of the cartonnage lump (maybe discarded
superﬂuous material). Another claim, previewed at Rovereto (pp. 6, 103, 120–1),
is that the sole photograph of the Konvolut (ed.pr. p. 61, colour; Oxford ﬁg. 1,
poor b/w) is itself a recent digitised construct. However, even if the Konvolut were
a recent dealer’s creation or invention to facilitate or justify export of the texts,
that would prove nothing about their authenticity; conversely, if it was ancient, the
only necessary link between the documents and the roll is that both were scrap
available in a workshop for mummiﬁcation (cf. Strassi [Rovereto], p. 21). It would
be worth exploring past papyrological ﬁnds in this area from which, apart from
the sixth-century Dioscorus archive from Aphrodito, very few documents are as
yet known.
The second main reason for doubt is that the papyrus was sold and has been
published – and given its name – as a fragment of a luxury edition of Book 2 of
the lost eleven-volume geographical work of Artemidorus of Ephesus (the ﬁrst, c.
100 B.C., to cover the whole known world), illustrated with maps, probably produced
at Alexandria. As it is reconstructed and interpreted in the editio princeps, we have
three surviving sections of the roll, which on the recto, from left to right, comprise
(Oxford, p. 104, gives a small but helpful composite plate): a small section (a)
with two human heads and then two fragmentary columns of writing and the top
left edge of a third; after a gap of indeterminate size, the main section (c), which
starts with a map, to whose missing left part an isolated scrap (b) belongs, fol2
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lowed by another two lacunose columns of text, then feet and hands and, ﬁnally,
more heads. The editors’ interpretation (the ‘three lives’) is that, after leaving a
blank sheet to protect the rolled-up volume (a prôtokollon), the scribe copied in
three or more columns the introduction to Artemidorus’ second book, left a gap
for a map, then copied the start of the description of Spain, and left space for
another illustration (map?); a second person then started drawing the map in the
ﬁrst space, but did not ﬁnish (because of some error?), and the book project was
abandoned. Later someone else used the blank verso for the drawings of animals
(life two), and subsequently another person used the blank prôtokollon and spaces
on the recto for anatomical sketches (life three).
There are, however, some physical problems with this reconstruction. A proper
prôtokollon should be a reversed sheet with vertical surface ﬁbres, which this is
not (cf. Parsons [Oxford], p. 39). The papyrus fragment at the top right end of
the editors’ section (c), which bears drawings R22 and R23 (a head), is in fact
another unattached scrap, which I call (d). Nisbet [Oxford] guessed that section
(a) might follow (c), and it has now been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt
by G. D’Alessio, ‘On the “Artemidorus” papyrus’, ZPE 171 (2009), 27–43, from
closer analysis of the offset traces of ink, which apparently transferred from front
to back and vice versa when the papyrus was rolled up and became damp, that
(a) follows and all but joins to (c), and that (d) is an isolated fragment from
somewhere to the right of (a). The revised sequence of contents on the recto thus
runs: map, two columns of text, feet and hands and heads, three columns of text,
more heads. To reduce confusion I continue to refer, as all three volumes under
review do, to the ﬁrst passage as coll. iv–v and the second as coll. i–iii.
I start with the hand of the two geographical texts. In these volumes only Wilson
[Oxford] speciﬁcally argues for forgery on the grounds of its hesitancy and excessive serifs, but his concerns are refuted explicitly by Parsons [Oxford] and implicitly
by Delattre and Strassi [Rovereto], who between them adduce parallels in the few
literary papyri and ‘formal’ written documents from late Ptolemaic and early Roman
Egypt and the Herculaneum philosophical texts of the same date. Delattre shows
that a later nineteenth-century forger, if forger it was (he professes neutrality), using
the available reproductions, must have modelled his individual letters on several
different Herculaneum texts. Strassi too, using Cavallo’s categorisation, stresses
the stylistic eclecticism of the letter-forms of the papyrus, which she observes
is typical of the common type of hand which papyrologists term ‘informal’. She
also notes that coll. i–iii were written using a ﬁner pen than coll. iv–v, and that
no known hand of Simonides matches that of these texts. The irregular layout of
both passages, as all remark, is another indication that this is not a luxury edition
produced by a practised professional. The slight weight of palaeographical parallels
may currently favour the late ﬁrst century B.C., the earliest end of the C-14 dating
of the roll, but the dire shortage of ﬁrst-century A.D. comparanda leaves the gate
wide open to a later dating (cf. Obbink, Parsons, Strassi).
There is now wide agreement that the content of coll. i–ii (apparently continued
by col. iii), a disquisition on the importance and difﬁculty of geographical studies, is so bizarre that it cannot be Artemidorus. Canfora [Rovereto], Art.pers. and
passim elsewhere argues that it is the work of Simonides, drawing ideas from the
introduction to the 1836 French edition of the ﬁrst volume of C. Ritter, Géographie
générale comparée, and vocabulary from Byzantine texts; this is accepted by
Lehnus [Rovereto]. Bossina [Rovereto] sees inﬂuence from Strabo’s proemium,
while Ferrari [Rovereto] enumerates the differences from Strabo and thinks the
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philosophical concepts, such as they are, closer to Neoplatonism. Either way, later
than Artemidorus. In a ruthless exposition of the passage’s incoherence of language
and thought, Tosi [Rovereto] rebuts previous optimistic suggestions that it might
represent the ‘Asianic’ style of rhetoric. Condello [Rovereto] reports the frustrated
attempts of a workshop at Bologna to produce a sensible translation of the text,
reﬂecting the general experience. He highlights the lack of connective particles, odd
word order, repetitive vocabulary and pleonasms as strong pointers to ‘interference’
of another language. Not the product of an ancient Greek, he concludes, so perhaps of a (non-ancient) Greek. Students of Graeco-Roman Egypt will immediately
clamour for the possibility he ignores (suggested by D’Alessio, op.cit.): an ancient
non-Greek, that is Egyptian. Parallels for the ‘Byzantine’ vocabulary might more
productively be sought in the papyri of Ptolemaic and Roman date (as Parsons
hints) and the linguistic patterns compared to demotic; for instance W. Clarysse,
‘Egyptian Scribes Writing Greek’, CdE 68 (1993), 186–201, at 199–200, identiﬁes
a tendency to omit particles. However, this scribe was not necessarily the author:
there is not a single correction, so it seems he was copying or taking dictation.
Coll. iv–v, now the ﬁrst text, contain the start of a geographical description
of Spain: ﬁrst its overall extent and division into two Roman provinces (iv.1–14),
then the location and orientation of its edges (iv.14–v.16), and lastly the sailing
distances between an anticlockwise sequence of coastal places (v.17–30). The text
of iv.1–14 is very close to Stiehle’s fr. 21 of Artemidorus; hence the attribution.
Billerbeck [Oxford] rigorously re-investigates and conﬁrms the derivation of fr. 21
in Constantine Porphyrogenitus via Stephanus from the fourth- or ﬁfth-century A.D.
epitome of Artemidorus by Marcianus. Canfora [Oxford], Art.pers. and elsewhere,
and Bossina [Rovereto] argue that iv.1–14 are a late confection based on the
Marcianus excerpt; Canfora further claims that it betrays the inﬂuence of three,
in his view wrong, modern emendations of that excerpt. Reprising some of the
points his group have made elsewhere, Canfora [Oxford] asserts that iv.18–24 on
the Pyrenees, which is very close to a fragment of another work by Marcianus,
has been elaborated from it, and Bossina [Rovereto] lists some of the apparent
incongruities detected by Schiano in the places and distances of v.17–30. More
details of the group’s approach can be found in Canfora’s Art.pers., which offers
a re-edition of coll. i–v (without translation) whose few different readings do not
convince, although he is right to stress the fragility of the reconstruction of ii.13–28
in the editio princeps. Canfora’s text is faced and footnoted with literary excerpts
and citations which he thinks material to his argument for forgery, interspersed with
various critical comments in Latin. It is as though he has published his private
notes on the text, with no narrative for the reader to follow. Ronchey [Rovereto]
regrets the unattributed adoption by the editio princeps of some points made by
Canfora’s group, but the ‘Societas emunctae naris’, prone to ridiculing the views
of others, might note Horace’s qualiﬁcation of Lucilius’ discernment: cum ﬂueret
lutulentus, erat quod tollere uelles.
West [Oxford] and Hammerstaedt [Rovereto] counter-argue that iv.1–14 is not
inﬂuenced by the modern emendations to the Marcianus extract (which the new
text mostly supports) and is plausible as the original which Marcianus abbreviated (so too Billerbeck, but with an unnecessary doubt: see below), and Canfora’s
riposte [Rovereto] does not shake the cogency of their case. West also advocates
the common-sense view that Marcianus’ passage on the Pyrenees was re-cycled
by him from his epitome of Artemidorus. Several of the supposed problems in the
coastal circuit can be resolved (cf. D’Alessio, op.cit., pp. 32–3, 39 n. 29). I add
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two points perhaps too obvious to be mentioned in either volume of papers. First,
this is just a copy of a brief passage of Artemidorus made by a scribe of limited
ability, so slips in names and numbers may be expected: in v.30 he wrote ‘600’,
then cancelled it in favour of ‘48’. (Even the editio princeps restores ‘332’ in the
text of v.19 where ‘632’ is meant, followed by Art.pers., and misprints ‘120’ for
‘110’ in the translation of v.43.) Second, it is unsafe to presuppose Artemidorus’
own accuracy, despite his claims to autopsy. Billerbeck [Oxford, p. 66] mentions
some of his imaginative comments on places, including one on the Portuguese coast,
which Strabo cited to criticise. Whatever the curiosities of the coastal measurements,
their use, as Hammerstaedt [Rovereto] argues, of a Milesian system of modifying
‘sampi’ (ancient parakuisma), the symbol for ‘900’, to denote thousands, whose ﬁrst
modern explanation was published in 1907, rules out Simonides as creator of this
text. The wriggling by Canfora [Rovereto, with Carlucci] to evade this is desperate,
as Lehnus [Rovereto] concedes. Although Parsons [Oxford] and Strassi [Rovereto]
hold that better-quality editions wrote out numbers as words, this system, because
it was not that used in early Roman Egypt, presumably had been transmitted from
Artemidorus, and numerals were probably used even in luxury copies where a string
of them occurred in a technical passage like this.
On the other hand, no one satisfactorily answers Canfora’s prime argument
against Artemidorus: the statement that the second Roman province includes all
Lusitania must post-date its conquest under Augustus. This seems so decisive to
Billerbeck [Oxford], for instance, that she suspends her conviction that iv.1–14 is
the original text behind the abbreviated version of Marcianus. Attempts to translate
away the problem by West [Oxford] and others are rightly rejected by Canfora
[Rovereto]. The papyrus says (I latinise the names) that the ﬁrst province extends
from the Pyrenees ‘as far as (mechri) Nova Carthago and Castulo and the springs
of the Baetis’; the second includes ‘the (parts) as far as (mechri) Gades and all the
(parts) which are of (kata) Lusitania’. This inescapably does include Lusitania. For
kata as ‘which is/are of’ (there is no one neat English equivalent), compare ‘the
open sea which is of the Ocean-stream’ (v.2) and ‘the places which are of Gades’
(v.7). So too ‘as far as’ must be inclusive, for Nova Carthago was the base of the
governor of Citerior. This, incidentally, refutes Canfora’s argument that Marcianus
is more accurate to say ‘the (parts) as far as (mechri) Gades and Lusitania’; here
too Lusitania, like Gades, is included. Furthermore, both the papyrus and Marcianus
imply that all Spain is divided into these two provinces. One possibility is that the
author was wrong, perhaps reﬂecting his lack of knowledge of the north-west admitted in the coastal circuit (v.44–5). Strangely, however, no contributor seems to have
consulted any recent historical studies of Roman Spain, primarily J.S. Richardson,
Hispaniae. Spain and the Development of Roman Imperialism, 218–82 BC (1986),
and L.A. Curchin, Roman Spain: Conquest and Assimilation (1991). Current belief
is that the two prouinciae of Spain created in 197 B.C. were vague spheres of
authority of the two praetors normally sent out each year, including areas potentially
under Rome’s inﬂuence; prior to Augustus’ creation of three demarcated provinces,
the only ﬁxed line, rightly represented by our author, is that Ulterior began after
the area of Castulo (cf. Caes., BC 1.38.1, Str. 3.4.20). Another pertinent point is
that on 26 January 98 B.C., L. Cornelius Dolabella, in Ulterior since 101 or 100,
triumphed de Lusitan(eis); of course they soon revolted (but so did ‘provincial’
Castulo in 97), and P. Licinius Crassus, in Ulterior from 97, triumphed over them
on 12 June 93, two days after T. Didius’ triumph over the Celtiberi. Thus this text
seems to conﬁrm and clarify what we had already suspected to be the situation
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in Spain around 100 B.C.: a slightly diagonal east–west division into two spheres
of praetorian authority, deﬁned only in the south where their areas under direct
control abutted, and leaving the north-west uncertain. All in all, coll. iv–v do seem
to be a copy of the beginning of the second book of Artemidorus’ Geography,
and will be a vital addition to the much-needed new edition of his fragments and
citations (and re-assessment of his work), to which useful preliminary contributions
are Billerbeck’s updated conspectus of the sources of Stiehle’s fragments and the
revised collation of fragments from Book 1 by Schiano, Art.pers., pp. 35–51.
The three volumes and hence this review focus on the texts, a grave injustice to P.Art, as Elsner [Oxford] aptly suggests should be its name. Only Talbert
[Oxford] discusses the map, an unparalleled survival, if genuine, of Graeco-Roman
cartography. His watchword is caution: it does not look fake; it is only a part of
a map for it lacks an end to the right; it is unﬁnished (no roads; also, I note, the
small squares are lacking in the right half), and maybe names and features like
mountains were to be added, perhaps in colour; mistakes may have been made such
as running different lines together, and spaces have not been left for names; some
symbols do seem to indicate towns, although the small squares are a puzzle; the
depiction is probably artiﬁcially compressed to ﬁt a roll, as in the Peutinger Table;
it does not look like part of Spain. He argues convincingly that the lines which
the editio princeps interpreted as roads must be watercourses; I would say rivers,
and suggest that the double lines are not rivers, but stretches or inlets of sea. On
the whole, in my view, it looks like an unﬁnished trial at copying one section
of a map drawn in a format and style similar to the Peutinger Table, although
the papyrus map, as it is, lacks the Ocean-stream at top and bottom and there is
no obvious match (unless it perhaps represents Greece, with town 9 as Athens).
I also note that the restoration by the ﬁrst editors (pp. 306–7) of the ‘rubric’ on
fragment (b) as the dimensions of two ‘plates’ of maps is utter fantasy, and the
second set of numerals, as they admit, really reads ‘90-8-1’ or ‘98-1’. Although
the hand, all agree, is different from the others on both sides, the symbol (koppa)
for ‘90’, with its triangular head, is the same as that used in the coastal distances
in the Artemidorus passage (v.21, 36), which only recurs in one early Ptolemaic
papyrus, so the numbers, whatever they signify, probably come, like the sampi,
from a text or map of Ionian origin.
Adornato and Elsner [Oxford] both insist on the technical differences between
the anatomical drawings and later European art; supposed parallels, like those
reproduced in R. Janko’s review of the editio princeps and two Canfora volumes
in CR 59 (2009), 403–10, are sporadic and superﬁcial, and this cannot be a modern
forgery. Adornato thinks they reveal a draughtsman learning, unlike the conﬁdent
pen of the animals on the verso. Adornato doubts that the labelled animals represent
a ‘pattern book’; Elsner is not sure, noting that they were not drawn from life. On
my count at least 7 of the 21 labelled animals in the Nilotic mosaic at Praeneste
(late second century B.C.) recur, in different poses, on our papyrus, including the
unusual camel-leopard, sword(ﬁsh)-animal (cf. Hammerstaedt [Rovereto, pp. 102–
3]) and krokottas, spotted hyena (D’Alessio, op.cit., p. 39; wrongly striped in the
mosaic). We seem to have a semi-imaginary Egyptian fauna, including ‘Ethiopian’
animals and fake ﬁsh. Elsner thinks the papyrus shows that conventionalism and
eclecticism, often taken as Roman developments, had Hellenistic roots. Clearly the
potential of these drawings for ancient art history is only beginning to be unlocked.
The hand that labelled the animals, most think, is similar to that of the geographical passages, perhaps slightly later, although Strassi [Rovereto] argues they could

